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TO THE GERMAN PEOPLE.

to his taste : if you preferBCKThe Kaiser's, whip across your flanks ;

If you enjoy the bloody spur
That rips your cannon-fodder- 's ranks ;

If to his boots you still adhere,
Kissing 'em as you've always kissed 'em,

Why, who arc we to interfere
With your internal Teuton system ?

If from your bonds you know quite well
You might, this moment, find release,

Changing at will your present hell
For Liberty's heaven of lasting peace ;

If yet, for habit's sake, you choose
This reign of steel, this rule of terror,

It's not for us to push our views
And point you out your silly error.

Herein "I speak as I am taught
That your affairs are yours alone,

Though, for myself, I should have thought ,

They had a bearing on my own ;

Have I no right to interpose,
Urging on you a free autonomy,

Just as your U-bo- shove their nose
In my interior economy?

I'm told we have no quarrel, none,
With you as Germans. That's absurd. s

Myself, I hate all sorts of Hun, fc

4

Yet will I say one kindly word :

If, still refusing Freedom's part,
You keep the old Potsdam connection,

With all my sympathetic heart 1

I wish you joy of that selection.
Punch.
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LINCOLN'S MESSAGE TO THE MINERS.

miners of the West have been hard put to the task ofTHE their great industry moving. So far, although one of the
most vital agencies available for the winning of the war, it has been
the least favored of all. The government, of course, has a thousand
serious concernments in hand, but somebody at Washington should be

able to spare sufficient time to give the great mining interests of the
country the much needed attention. That the operators have thus far
been obliged to play a lone hand, and in an unfriendly game at that,
can hardly be accounted for as an unintentional oversight on the part
of the administration. What with soaring wage scales, exorbitant
prices for all kinds of equipment and operating materials, unprecented
transportation troubles, labor agitations, and an unstable market, the
miner is experiencing more than his share of grief during the war pe-litt- le

fellows have been altogether put out of commission ; and the big
riod. The once flourishing industry has been severely crippled; the
operators are having a desperate time keeping the wheels turning.


